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Point of departure

• (often implicit) assumption: NL makes use of of elements corresponding to elements in
classical propositional logic, classical (1st order) predicate logic, in particular:

– connectives ∧, ∨
– quantifiers ∀, ∃ I will call all correlated meanings classical meanings

• more specifically, two assumptions seem to be made (Dočekal et al. in prep. for discussion)

1 there are NL expressions realizing classical meanings: such meanings are expressed
(expressions have such meanings as their denotations)

2 classical meanings are expressed by atomic, or simplex, expressions

⇒ we appeal to these assumptions when modeling inference mechanisms that involve
alternative expressions/meanings
• e.g. in deriving scalar implicatures we appeal to stronger alternatives (Nicolae & Sauerland

2020 for an overview); determined on the basis of classical meanings

(1) Carl or Dean fainted. λw .faint(c)(w) ∨ faint(d)(w)

 not both of them fainted

(2) Carl and Dean fainted. λw .faint(c)(w) ∧ faint(d)(w)
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Question and claims
• My collaborators (see below) and I: Are simplex and expressed assumptions tenable?
• our focus: universal part of language, i.e. elements usually associated with ∧,∀

(3) a. Carl fainted and Dean cried.
b. Every boy / all (the) boys fainted.

• based on cross-linguistic data, limited to conjunction and DP-internal universal
quantification over individuals...

General points

(i) classical meanings not simplex
rather, (relatively) more simple structures have a plural meaning

(4) A︸︷︷︸
plural

µ A︸ ︷︷ ︸
(?)classical

(ii) unclear whether classical meanings are expressed (even by more complex structures)
or whether even these more complex structures also have a plural meaning

Question raised by these points (and sketched in the final part of the talk)

What are the consequences for other components of the grammar, e.g., phenomena that seem
to involve mechanisms appealing to scalar alternatives?
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1 The simplex assumption

2 The expressed assumption

3 Scalar alternatives?
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Q1a: Is classical conjunction simplex?

the following reports joint work with...

– Enrico Flor, Nina Haslinger, Hilda Koopman, Emil Eva Rosina, Magdalena Roszkowski,
Valerie Wurm Flor et al. 2017a,b, Haslinger et al. 2019

– Mojmír Dočekal, Jovana Gajić, Nina Haslinger, Emil Eva Rosina, Marcin Wągiel, Valerie
Wurm Dočekal et al. in prep.
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Background

• classical distributive (‘intersective’) hypothesis: conjunction morphology COORD in
sentential conjunction corresponds to ∧ from classical propositional logic

(5) Ada danced and Bea sang. JandK〈〈t,t〉,t〉 = λpt .λqt .p ∧ q

• meaning for other types ending in t recursively derived (Partee & Rooth 1983 a.o.)

claims here

• simplex conjunction morphology COORD does not have classical meaning, expresses (a
version of) plurality formation.
• ‘Classical’ meaning (or something that looks like it) requires more morphology, corresponds

to complex structures
⇒ simplex does not hold for conjunction
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Point of departure

• behavior of conjunctions not always straightforwardly compatible with distributive theory
(see Link 1983, 1984, Krifka 1990, Schmitt 2013 a.o. for various logical types)
• one well-known example: constructions with individual-denoting conjuncts

(6) Ada and Bea

• at first sight, don’t behave like distributive conjunctions but like pluralities, i.e., denotations
of plurals (Link 1983 a.m.o.)

(7) the girls
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Background: Cumulative readings
• one symptom of plurality: cumulative readings – witnessed in sentences with 2 or more

plurals

(8) The two girls fed the two cats.

(9) SCENARIO: Girls: Ada, Bea. cats: Carl, Dean. Ada fed Carl. Bea fed Dean. (8) true

(10) Each of the girls fed at least one of the cats &
each cat was fed by at least one of the girls.

• Plural sentences often have both cumulative and distributive reading

(11) a. The girls fed exactly two cats.
b. The two girls fed exactly two cats in total. cumulative reading
c. Each of the two girls fed exactly two cats. distributive reading

(12) ‘CUMULATIVE’ SCENARIO: Ada fed Carl. Bea fed Dean.
(11-a) true under (11-b), false under (11-c)

(13) ‘DISTRIBUTIVE’ SCENARIO: Ada fed cats Carl and Edda. Bea fed cats Dean and Fido.
(11-a) false under (11-b),true under (11-c)
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English sentences with individual conjunctions

(14) a. Ada and Bea fed exactly two cats.
b. The two girls fed exactly two cats in total. cumulative reading
c. Each of the girls fed exactly two cats. distributive reading

(15) ‘CUMULATIVE’ SCENARIO: Ada fed Carl. Bea fed Dean.
(14-a) true under (14-b), false under (14-c)

(16) ‘DISTRIBUTIVE’ SCENARIO: Ada fed cats Carl and Edda. Bea fed cats Dean and Fido.
(14-a) false under (14-a),true under (14-c)

genuinely collective scenarios excluded as they behave differently in some languages
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Distributive (‘classical’) hypothesis

• at first sight, such data seem to represent problem for distributive (‘classical’) hypothesis
• sentential conjunction COORDt connective ∧ from CPL, generalized to COORD-denotation

for other types ending in t , e.g., quantifiers (Partee & Rooth 1983, Winter 2001 a.o.)

• To apply this to individuals, we shift them to quantifiers via an operator ↑

(17) J[ [↑ Ada] [COORD∧ [↑ Bea]]]K = λP〈et〉.P(ada) ∧ P(bea)

• distributive meaning of COORD directly yields distributive reading of the sentence

(18) fed exactly two cats(ada) ∧ fed exactly two cats(bea)

⇒ the distributive reading reflects the basic meaning of COORD

• However, we can insert an additional operator, which retrieves the plurality ada + bea from
the quantifier conjunction (see Winter 2001 a.o.)

⇒ The derived meaning (corresponding to more complex structure) yields cumulative reading
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Plural hypothesis

• Alternative approach: Take parallel to plurals at face value (Link 1983 a.o.)

⇒ meaning of COORD (in individual conjunction) not classical
• COORD in individual conjunction denotes plurality-forming operation (sum-operation) + on

individuals – individual conjunctions denote pluralities

(19) a. J [ Ada [COORD+ Bea ]]K = ada + bea
b. Jthe two girlsK = ada + bea

• directly yields cumulative reading of the sentence (assuming that the predicate can
primitively hold of pluralities)

(20) fed exactly two cats(ada + bea)

⇒ the cumulative reading reflects the basic meaning of COORD

• distributive reading of the sentences is derived by additional operations (see Link 1987 a.o.)

⇒ The derived meaning (corresponding to more complex structure) yields distributive reading
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So...

• The two hypotheses make different predictions wrt. which reading requires more
morphology
• but we cannot distinguish them based on individual languages (covert morphology)

Question we can ask
Is one of the two hypotheses cross-linguistically valid?
• If so, one reading would correspond to a ‘bigger’ structure cross-linguistically.
• This containment relation should be morphosyntactically transparent in some languages.
• The reverse containment pattern should not be found.

Distributive (‘classical’) hypothesis

‘more morpho-syntactic complexity’ should correlate with the cumulative reading

Plural hypothesis

‘more morpho-syntactic complexity’ should correlate with the distributive reading
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Methodology
• data set 1: via Terraling database (open ended, open source, linguists answer yes/no

questions on native languages/forms in them). 27 languages (10 major language families)
http://terraling.com/groups/8 (Flor et al. 2017a,b, Haslinger et al. 2019)

• For data set 1 we looked for...

(i) iterative conjunction strategies
(ii) with individual-denoting conjuncts
(iii) occurring in subject position (we will see why in a second)

• predicates must contain numeral or degree expression (to distinguish readings)

(21) Ada and Bea fed exactly two cats.

• consultants must identify the relevant sentences in their language and then check whether
they are true or false in particular scenarios.

(22) SCENARIO 1: Ada fed two cats. Bea fed two other cats.

(23) SCENARIO 2: Ada fed one cat. Bea fed another cat.

• data set 2: Terraling database, questionnaires for individual native speaker linguists. 6
languages (3 families) new wrt data set 1 (14 languages, 8 major families in total)

http://terraling.com/groups/20 (Dočekal et al. in prep.)
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Predicate-level distributivity operators

• to identify semantic contribution of conjunction: distinguish it from other potential sources of
distributivity/cumulativity
• (based on cross-linguistic data), (Flor et al. 2017a), Haslinger et al. 2021 cumulative

reading of predicate basic, but distributivity operators DISTpred that apply to predicate (Link
1987 a.o.) universally available (obligatorily overt in some languages),

(24) [[Ada and Bea] [DISTpred [fed exactly two cats]]]

⇒ even if conjunction itself had plural meaning, presence of DISTpred would yield distributive
meaning

⇒ to diagnose the meaning of a conjunction, we must test if cumulative reading is available.
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Semantic typology of conjunction strategies

• For each language, we identify pairs:

• ‘unmarked’ strategy C1: [[C1 A COORD B ] [P]]
• ‘marked’ strategy C2: [[C2 A COORD B µ] [P]]

• C2 contains all markers from C1, + additional marker(s) µ within the coordinate structure.

Predictions of the hypotheses

• If the plural meaning is basic across languages:
Possible that C1 has a cumulative reading and C2 lacks it, but not vice versa.
• If the distributive meaning is basic across languages:

Possible that C1 lacks the cumulative reading and C2 makes it available, but not vice versa.
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Results from data sets 1+2 very clear

(25)

language [[C1 A COORD B ] [P]] [[C2 A COORD B µ] [P]]
(example)

German cumulative: A und B cumulative: A und auch B
Polish cumulative: A i B *cumulative (only distributive): i A i B
Hungarian cumulative: A és B *cumulative (only distributive): A is (és) B is
not attested!!! *cumulative cumulative
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Conclusion 1

Our cross-linguistic samples...

• strongly support the plural hypothesis for meaning of COORD: additional morphology never
‘adds’ cumulative reading, but additional morphology may yield distributive reading

⇒ thus contradicts simplex assumption for classical conjunction: simpler structures do not
have classical meaning but rather plural meaning
• only more complex structures seem to be able to express classical (distributive) meaning

(26)
A

+
COORD

B︸ ︷︷ ︸
plural

µ A
+

COORD
µ B︸ ︷︷ ︸

(can be) distributive

• expands to complexity asymmetries without transparent containment (e.g. German und v.
sowohl... als auch...)
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An aside: expansion to other types?

• Sample targeted individual conjunctions... couldn’t we maintain simplex hypothesis
concerning classical meanings for conjunctions of other types?
• In languages like German and English, conjunctions with conjuncts of functional types

(e.g., predicates, propositions)also exhibit hallmarks of plurality(Schmitt 2013, 2019, 2020,
partially based on Link 1984, Krifka 1990, see also Marty 2019)

⇒ this raises option of plural hypothesis for conjuncts with types ending in t

⇒ analogous cross-linguistic question: additional morphology needed for cumulative reading?
• preliminary sample for functional types (mainly VP-predicate conjunction): 13 languages (5

major language families): negative answer, thus supports plural hypothesis
http://terraling.com/groups/8 (Haslinger et al. 2019)
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Q1b: is distributive universal quantification simplex?
(discussion here limited to quantification over individuals by elements within DP)

the following reports joint work with...
Nina Haslinger, Alain Hien, Emil Eva Rosina, Valerie Wurm (Haslinger et al. 2022)
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Background

• standard view: languages like English express classical universal quantification within DP
• usually directly associated with distributivity, i.e. quantification over atomic individuals

(follows from (27) only if P holds only of atomic individuals)

(27) Every boy is asleep JeveryK = λP.λQ.∀x [P(x)→ Q(x)]
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Plot
• languages like English, German (Keenan & Paperno 2012, 2017): distributive universal

form EVERY, non-distibutive form ALL with distributivity not obligatory (semantic distinction)

(28) a. Jeder
JED-NOM.SG.MASC

Bub
boy.SG

hat
have.SG

genau
exactly

20
20

Würste
sausages

gegessen.
eaten

‘Every boy ate exactly 20 sausages.’ X distributive # cumulative
b. Alle

ALLE
Buben
boy-PL

haben
have.PL

genau
exactly

20
20

Würste
sausages

gegessen.
eaten

‘All the boys ate exactly 20 sausages.’ X distributive X cumulative
analogous for collective predicates

• languages permitting cover DISTpred no need for ambiguity of ALL-form

claims (based on language sample from literature and our own work)

1 EVERY, ALL express same meaning Qmax cross-linguistically (sloppy: ‘allomorphs’)
2 Qmax : non-trivial reference to plural structure
3 meaning difference of correlated complex structures (every boy, all (the) boys) result of

combination of Qmax with different complement meanings
4 structure required for overall distributive meaning more complex ((29) simplified)

(29)
Qmax XP︸ ︷︷ ︸

ALL XP

Qmax
ν XP︸ ︷︷ ︸

EVERY XP
⇒ simplex does not hold for universal quantification
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EVERY vs. ALL

• Gil 1995 for NUM-marking languages: EVERY-type tends to be restricted to singular
complements ALL-type tends to occur with plural complements (NP/DP)

(30) jeder
JED-NOM.SG.MASC

Bub
boy.SG

VERSUS alle
ALLE

Buben
boy-PL

• Broader cross-linguistic pattern (NP/DP-complements, partitives excluded), some examples

non-distributive? SG complement? PL complement?
Imbabura Quichua kada (Barchas-
Lichtenstein et al. 2017)

× X ×

Imbabura Quichua tukuy(-lla), gulpi
(Barchas-Lichtenstein et al. 2017)

X × X

Turkish her (Özyildiz 2017) × X ×
Turkish bütün, hepsi (Özyildiz 2017) X × X
Basque bakoitz (Etxeberria 2012) × X ×
Basque gutzi, den, oro (Etxeberria 2012) X × X
Telugu prăti: (Ponamgi 2012) × X ×
Telugu ăndărŭ, ăn:ı̆,ănta: (Ponamgi 2012) X × X
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Generalization

• generalization based on cross-linguistic distribution (slightly stronger than generalization by
Gil 1995), excludes number-neutral languages

Distributivity-number generalization (DNG)

a. If the complement of a universal is SINGULAR, it has a distributive interpretation
b. If the complement of a universal is PLURAL, it has a non-distributive interpretation

note- I will omit two connected issues

• our treatment of partitives
• expansion to apparent counterexamples to (b)

(e.g. Salish languages, Matthewson 1996, 2001)
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Does DNG follow from standard semantics?
• standard semantics morph. number on N (‘inclusive’ for PL, Sauerland 2003 a.o.)

(31) a. Jboy-SGK = λx .boy(x) e.g. {a, b, c}
b. Jboy-PLK = λx .∗boy(x) e.g. {a, b, c, a + b, a + c, b + c, a + b + c}

Jthe boy-PLK = a + b + c or Jthe boy-PLK= {a + b + c}

• standard semantics for EVERY, ALL: assumes unrelated lexical entries (e.g. Link 1983)

(32) a. JeveryK = λP〈e,t〉.λQ〈e,t〉.∀x [P(x)→ Q(x)] Q holds of every P-individual
b. JallK = λP〈e,t〉.λQ〈e,t〉.Q(+({y : P(y)})) Q holds of sum of all P-individuals

(33) a. Jevery boy-SGK = λQ〈e,t〉.∀x [boy(x)→ Q(x)] Q holds of every atomic boy
b. Jall boy-PLK = λQ〈e,t〉.Q(+({y : ∗boy(y)}))

Q holds of sum of all atomic and plural boys (= sum of all boys)

⇒ No semantic reason for DNG – unattested combinations not ruled out
(i) unattested non-dist with NPsg predicted possible

(34) Jall boy-SGK = λQ〈e,t〉.Q(+({y : boy(y)})) Q holds sum of all boys

(iI) unattested dist with NPpl predicted possible (meaning (?) unattested in NL, unclear why).

(35) Jevery boy-PLK = λQ〈e,t〉.∀x [∗boy(x)→ Q(x)]
Q holds of each atomic boy and each plurality of boys
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Hypothesis

Single Quantifier Meaning Hypothesis (SQMH)

There is only one meaning for universals quantifiers: Qmax

Qmax combines with semantically singular (≈ quantized) predicate⇒ distributive quantification

Qmax combines with a semantically plural (≈ cumulative) predicate⇒ non-distributive
quantification/ plural predication
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Support for SQMH

• Some languages have a single form F that has the functions of both EVERY and ALL

– overall meaning is distributive if complement of F is SG,

– overall meaning is non-distributive if complement of F is PL

• example: ’hà in Dagara (Mabia)

(36) a. b́ı-é
child-SG

’hà
HA

d̀ı-n
ate

mágò-rO
mango-PL

átá.
three

‘Each child ate three mangoes.’ X DISTRIBUTIVE *CUMULATIVE,
b. a

the
b̀ıb̀ı̀ır
child-PL

’hà
HA

d̀ı-n
ate

mágò-rO
mango-PL

átá.
three

‘All the children ate three mangoes between them.’ *DISTRIBUTIVE, X CUMULATIVE,

(to obtain distributive reading for case with plural complement, we need extra marker within VP)

(37) ‘DIST.’ SCEN.: children A, B, C. A ate 3 mangoes. B ate 3 mangoes. C ate 3 mangoes.

(38) ‘CUMULATIVE’ SCEN.: children A, B, C. A ate 1 mango. B ate 1 mango. C ate 1 mango.

• Syrian Arabic kul analogous, potentially similar case in Wolof -epp (see Tamba et al. (2012)
for Wolof)
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But what does the single quantifier meaning look like?
• targets restriction’s maximal elements
⇒ Qmax does not denote a classical universal quantifier

(39) JQmax K = Qmax = λP〈a,t〉.λQ〈a,t〉.∀x [[P(x) ∧ ¬∃y [P(y) ∧ y A x ]]→ Q(x)]
we might need more complex lexical entry that bans overlap, discussion omitted here

Jboy-PLK

a + b + c

a + b a + c b + c

a b c

JboyK

a + b + c

a + b a + c b + c

a b c

(40) JQmax boy -PLK = λQ〈e,t〉.Q(a + b + c) JQmax boyK = λQ〈e,t〉.Q(a) ∧ Q(b) ∧ Q(c)

⇒ combination with set of atoms yields distributivity
⇒ combination with set closed under sum yields non-distriibutivity

(difference to definite plurals: definites permit non-maximality, Brisson 1998 a.m.o.)
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So...

• single lexical entry yields different overall meanings depending on elements of complement

⇒ derives correlation btw number and distributivity for languages like Dagara with single
universal morpheme

(41) a. ’hà + SG-complement⇒ distributive (complement contains only atoms)
b. ’hà + PL-complement⇒ non-distributive (complement closed under sum)

? how does this extend to languages like English with lexical differences, EVERY vs. ALL

(42) jed + SG-complement⇒ distributive jed + PL-complement
alle + PL-complement⇒ non-distributive alle + SG-complement

• form of universal should co-vary with complement – but NUM on NP/DP not local

QP

Qmax · · ·

· · · NumP

Num NP
boy
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Lexicalization: Option 1

• Option 1 agreement, e.g. Qmax [uPL] > all Qmax > jed-

QP

Qmax
[uPL]
all

· · ·

· · · NumP

Num
[iPL]
-s

NP
boy

• but this doesn’t capture: in several languages, form for EVERY seems morpho-syntactically
more complex than form for ALL (non-transparent); obligatory (e.g., Gitksan, Bicevskis et al.
2017, Q’anjob’al, O’Flynn 2017) or optional (e.g. Western Armenian (Khanjian 2012))
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Lexicalization: Option 2 more adequate

• Option 2: structure spelled out by EVERY more complex than that spelled out by ALL

• but which extra structure does EVERY spell out?
• Often ‘extra’ morphology in EVERY form corresponds to ‘one’, Western Armenian, (43)

(43) amen
AMEN

aSagerd-ner-@
student-PL.DEF.

VERSUS amen
AMEN

(meg)
one

aSager
student

‘all (of) the students’ ‘every student’ (Khanjian 2012)

H EVERY-form spells out Qmax , ONE, JONEK presupposes atomicity of complement

QP

Qmax · · ·

· · · NumP

Num
PL
-s

NP
boy

QP

Qmax

ONE · · ·

· · · NumP

Num
SG

NP
boy

(44) JONEK = λP〈a,t〉 : ∀x ∈ P(¬∃y ∈ P(y < x)).P {a, b} ⇒ X {a, b, a + b} #
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Conclusion 2

We observed

• correlation of complement number with distributivity: single quantifier meaning Qmax

• Qmax targets maximal elements (operation sensitive to plural structure, not blind universal
quantification)
• at least in languages with different morphological realizations of EVERY and ALL –

EVERY-form spells out more structure
(45) QP

Qmax NumP

Num
PL
-s

NP
boy

QP

Qmax

ONE NumP

Num
SG

NP
boy

⇒ simplex does not hold for classical universal quantification (within DP)

one of the currently open questions

does structural asymmetry expand to languages with a single morpheme like Dagara?
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1 The simplex assumption

2 The expressed assumption

3 Scalar alternatives?
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Q2: Are classical conjunction and classical universal quantification expressed?

the following reports joint work with...

– Nina Haslinger, Emil Eva Rosina, Magdalena Roszkowski, Valerie Wurm
Haslinger et al. 2019

– Mojmír Dočekal, Nina Haslinger, Emil Eva Rosina, Magdalena Roszkowsi, Iveta Šafratová,
Marcin Wągiel, Valerie Wurm Dočekal et al. 2022

– Mojmír Dočekal, Jovana Gajić, Nina Haslinger, Emil Eva Rosina, Marcin Wągiel, Valerie
Wurm Dočekal et al. in prep.
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The problem
• observed: simplex doesn’t seem to hold for conjunction, universal quantification
• compatible with assumption that more complex structures express the classical meaning

(46)
A

+
COORD

B︸ ︷︷ ︸
plural

µ A
+

COORD µ B︸ ︷︷ ︸
(can be) distributive

(illustration for conjunction)

• more specifically, we observed: in many languages complex conjunction structures in
subject position only exhibit distributive readings relative to the predicate (D-forms),
analogous behavior for EVERY

• e.g. Polish marked strategy i A i B – only distributive in subject position with predicates like
fed exactly two cats

H D-forms denote distributive conjunctions (Mitrović & Sauerland 2016, also Szabolcsi 2015)

(47) J [µ A [COORD [µ B]]K =λP.P(A) ∧ P(B)

• analogous point for EVERY

(48) J [ Qmax [ONE [.. [NP ]]]]K ≈ λP.∀x [JNPK(x)→ P(x)]

⇒ D-forms/ EVERY-forms should exhibit distributive behavior in all syntactic contexts
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Cumulative construals
However, for both conjunction and universals (for some speakers, languages)

Forms that are purely distributive wrt. structurally lower plurals permit cumulative reading wrt.
structurally higher plurals: behave like a plurality in this configuration!

• well-known observation concerning cumulative readings for English every (with slightly
diverging syntactic descriptions) (Schein 1993, Kratzer 2000, Ferreira 2005, Zweig 2008,
Champollion 2010), also each, (Thomas & Sudo 2016), Italian ogni (Flor 2017), German
jed- (Haslinger & Schmitt 2018, 2022), Russian kahzdyi (Chatain 2022)
• also found for conjunction, e.g. Polish i A i B: only distributive in subject position, but

permits cumulative reading in object position

(49) Na
to-the

szczęście
fortune

dwie
two

organizatorki
organizers

poinformowały
informed

i
I

Adę
Ada

i
I

Beę.
Bea

‘Fortunately, the two organizers called Ada and Bea.’

(50) ‘CUMULATIVE’ SCENARIO organizers: C, D. C called Ada. D called Bea. (49) true

• experimental evidence: D-forms in German (sowohl A als auch B), Czech (A i B) show
(roughly) same behavior (Dočekal et al. 2022)
• cross-linguistic evidence, data set 2: same behavior for D-forms in Basque, BCMS,

Hungarian (speaker variation), Romanian, Russian, Turkish (speaker variation) (Dočekal
et al. in prep.)
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Conclusion 3

What do these observations mean for expressed?

• D-forms/EVERY-forms were our candidates for expressions denoting classical
conjunction/classical universal quantification
• but availability of cumulative readings not straightforwardly compatible with ‘classical’

hypothesis for D-forms, EVERY-forms
• Haslinger et al. (2019): plural analysis for D-forms, Haslinger & Schmitt (2018): plural

analysis for EVERY-forms (≈ pluralities of certain functions, but see e.g. Chatain 2022 for a
‘classical’ alternative for EVERY-forms)

⇒ does this mean expressed does not hold?

! at present stage, conclusion too strong: (i) doesn’t hold for all speakers and (ii) doesn’t hold
for all forms (Dočekal et al. 2022, Haslinger & Schmitt 2022, Dočekal et al. in prep.)
• however, data at least cast doubt on expressed
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1 The simplex assumption

2 The expressed assumption

3 Scalar alternatives?
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our observations for both kinds of universals (conjunction, quantifiers)
O1 (relatively speaking) simple structures have plural meanings, in order to obtain distributive

meanings we require more complex structures not simplex
O2 even these more complex structures do not consistently seem to express a distributive

meaning but rather a (version of a) plural meaning expressed?

Question Consequences for use of universals as scalar alternatives?

• Focus: scalar implicatures in the case of disjunction. Part of more general pattern:
existentials often ‘strengthened’ by inferences that seem to appeal to universals

(51) Ada or Bea fed two cats.  ¬ (fed two cats(A) ∧ fed two cats(B))

H1 roughly (see Nicolae & Sauerland 2020 for overview): reasoning about meanings of
expression ‘of same kind’ speaker could have used instead; negate (at least) stronger ones

(52) Ada and Bea fed two cats.

H2 Katzir 2007: consider only those meanings corresponding to forms with equal or less
complexity than prejacent (here: structural constraint)

(53) Ada or Bea, but not both, fed two cats. ⇐ no alternative for (51)

So... what happens if we combine these assumptions with O1 and O2?
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The problem with the structural constraint (1/2)
• two conjunction forms, ‘smaller’ one plural meaning, bigger (in subject position) distributive

(54)
A

+
COORD

B µ A
+

COORD µ B

(55) a. Ada COORD Bea fed two cats cumulative (2 cats in total)
b. µ Ada COORD µ Bea fed two cats. distributive (2 cats each)

• plural structure: no adequate alternative for or-disjunctions (Haslinger & Schmitt 2017)

(56) a. Ada or Bea fed two cats.
b. X: ¬ (fed 2 cats(A) ∧ (fed 2 cats(B)) #:  ¬ (A+B fed 2 cats between them)

⇒ we need the more complex structure as our alternative
• simple disjunction not complex– only complex disjunction forms (either...or ) expected to

have distributive alternatives (Solt & Wilson 2021, related discussion for degree modifiers)

(57)
A

DISJ B κ A DISJ
κ B

! many languages have simpler and complex disjunction form, but no categorial correlation
with exclusive inferences (can be present/absent in both cases) (Nicolae et al. 2022)
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The problem with the structural constraint (2/2)
⇒ simple disjunction forms not complex enough for required (complex) distributive alternative

Potential solution 1: give up structural constraint (see Aron’s and Bernhard’s poster). Requires
alternative to rule out problematic alternatives (A or B, but not both)

Potential solution 2: maintain structural constraint and show that existential structures that give
rise to ¬ ∧ /¬∀ inferences are structurally complex

• can we motivate more (covert) structure? If DISJ (e.g., or) corresponds to ∨ from CPL,
generalized to other types ending in t (Partee & Rooth 1983 a.m.o.), individual disjunctions
would require shift to quantifier type via ↑. If morphemes, structure sufficiently complex!

(58) Ada or Bea

↑ A DISJ ↑ B

? Is there any morphological evidence for this additional material cross-linguistically?
? point for individual disjunctions, not for types ending in t (quantifiers, predicates, . . . ), if

simple conjunction structures for such types have plural meaning. Correct predictions?
? for disjunctions in object positions: for some speakers even D-forms have plural meaning.

Correct predictions?

(59) a. [The girls fed [[κ Ivo] DISJ [κ Joe]]]
b. [the girls fed [[µ Ivo] COORD [µ Joe]]] cumulative
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Scalar alternatives?

Potential solution 3: (maintain structural constraint, but) do not use scalar alternatives

• Standard view (Sauerland 2004) a.o.: alternatives provided by proper parts (disjuncts),
scalar alternatives (substituting one element on the scale by another, (Horn 1972))

(60) a. Ada danced or Bea smoked
b. Ada danced, Bea smoked, Ada danced and Bea smoked

H We generally lack scalar alternatives (alternatives derived by substitution of invariants);
alternative sets are per se closed under classical conjunction (possibly also disjunction)

(61) a. Ada or Bea fed two cats.
b. ALT ((61-a)) = {fed two cats(A), fed two cats(B)} ⇒closure under ∧
c. {fed two cats(A), fed two cats(B), fed two cats(A) ∧ fed two cats(B)}

⇒ no appeal to conjunction structure (and its denotations) to obtain a conjunctive alternative

? predicts exclusive inferences for disjunction structures that lack paradigmatic alternative.
Correct?

? how does this expand to other existential constructions, e.g., indefinites?

? implementation? E.g., derive alternatives on basis of expressions or based on meaning of
or (alternative-based semantics (Simons 2005)? Closure under classical conjunction or
generalized sum? (Haslinger & Schmitt 2018)
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Conclusion
• point of departure: (often implicit) assumption that classical meanings are not only

expressed, but also simplex
• but for the universal part of the language, cross-linguistic data suggest:

1. (relatively speaking) simple structures have plural meanings, in order to obtain distributive
meanings we require more complex structures not simplex

2. possibly even these more complex structures do not really express a distributive meaning
but rather a (version of a) plural meaning expressed?

• this raises a problem for theories involving universals as scalar alternatives for existentials

– we seem to require the classical meaning for our alternatives
– structures for classical universal meanings more complex than existential prejacents;

conflict with independently motivated view that structures for alternatives cannot be more
complex than prejacent

– complex universal structures: no classical meaning in some syntactic contexts (variation)

• Three (or even four) options of what this could indicate (all of which need to be worked out)

(i) give up structural constraint on alternatives
(ii) argue for (potentially covert) complex structure for existentials
(iii) do not appeal to scalar alternatives (only to proper parts), independent closure operation
(iv) (omitted) Nina’s current on notion of entailment within different version of plural semantics
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